WHAT JASON WILLIAMS AND CHRIS DUHON WILL BRING TO THE TABLE
by Alexander Youngblood
This year, with the resigning of Jason Williams and the addition of Chris Duhon, the Orlando Magic are
looking to add more depth for their starter Jameer Nelson to play in front of. There are a few things
that these two signings tell Magic fans about the Magic game plan for next year.
BALL MOVEMENT
When Jason Williams was on the court for Jameer Nelson, he is able to lead the team much like Jameer
and averaged 3.6 APG in with 20.8 average minutes played through the season. Despite a somewhat
menial playoff performance last year, he will still bring his experience and swagger to the court that the
Magic can always used.
With the addition of Chris Duhon, Williams probably won't see as much time as he did last year. Duhon
will be a fresh option for the Magic to play behind Jameer. Duhon brings a player that started all last
year who averaging a cool 5.6 APG, which is more than Jameer had at roughly the same amount of game
time played. Duhon will be able to be more efficient on a team where he has tools around him that can
make the shots he sets up for him. The Magic's bench is at its best with quick ball movement working
around the perimeter and Duhon will definitely fit into that equation.
A HEALTHY JAMEER NELSON
With the addition of Duhon and keeping Williams, Jameer Nelson will probably see a drop in regular
season playing time. While still being the unquestioned starter for the Magic, Duhon and Williams will
be able to take off some the load for the injury prone Nelson. Expect to see Jameer drop his minutes
per game and see Duhon take over time from Jason Williams. A good mix would be Jameer playing
about 25 MPG, while Duhon takes the brunt of the backup work at 15-20 MPG.
The older Williams will see a definite drop in minutes, seeing about 5-10 MPG, but will play a role similar
to Anthony Johnson last year. Instead of sitting on the bench like Johnson last year though, Williams will
be utilized most the games of the regular season.
All the stress on Jameer to carry the team will hopefully be alleviated by the addition of more depth. It
will hopefully mean a healthier Jameer Nelson.
However, if Nelson is injured, the Magic now have an ample backup core to carry the team during his
injury.
THE THREE IS STILL THE GAME
With Williams coming off of his strongest three point percentage of his career at .380 and Chris Duhon
able to lob up threes at about .350 last year, the Magic will continue to throw up threes like no one else
in the NBA. The great ball movement that these PGs bring to the Magic is accentuated by their ability to
be a part of the movement and hit the three when needed.

